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What’s the secret
of youthful looks?
Glossy hair? The
right lipstick?
No matter how
clever you are
with hair and
make-up, there is
another, surprising
anti-ageing
weapon… perfume
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OTHING GIVES YOU
INSTANT ‘OOMPH’
like a spritz of your
favourite perfume. And
there’s sound science
behind that rush of
euphoria, since so many scent ingredients
have been proved to lift our spirits and
Timeless classics:
more. Numerous studies show that
Chanel No5 and
lavender eases stress, while research at
Lancôme Trésor
the University of Queensland suggests
the smell of cut grass induces happiness. Japanese
studies trump them all by reporting that the zesty
scent of grapefruit not only speeds your body’s
fat-burning mechanisms, but can actually make you
seem younger. Jo Malone Grapefruit Cologne anyone?
Small wonder then, that research from across the Channel
suggests French women (whose DNA is partly parfum, let’s
face it) become more loyal to a perfume the older they get –
one reason why classics such as Chanel No5 and Lancôme
Trésor remain bestsellers. Whereas young women flirt with
trends and swap scents every two or three years, older women
commit for longer – up to seven years over the age of 30,
12 years over 50 and upwards of 20 years when we’re past 65.
Staying faithful comes with developing scent intelligence
along with your fashion sense, believes perfumer Azzi Glasser,
who has noticed similar trends here. ‘As you get older,
you recognise what does or doesn’t suit your personal
style,’ she says. In step with life experience, we also tend
to graduate from simple sweet and fruity florals to
more complex, sensual mossy chypres such as Miss
Dior, or soft, elegant woody green bouquets such as
Calvin Klein Eternity.
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But can an old favourite fragrance date you? According
to perfume expert Joanna Norman, scent, like fashion,
can be linked to a certain era. But it can also be updated.
‘Think of the mini skirt, a quintessentially Sixties style. But
replace the white cut-out boots for a pair of brogues and you
have a chic, modern look,’ she says. Similar tweaks keep classic
scents ever-youthful, too. If you feel in a rut, check out new
additions to your perfume’s family. Eau Première, £68, Chanel
No5’s younger sister by 70 years, has the same rose and ylang
ylang heart but, thanks to clever editing, feels fresher and more
light-hearted. Nine years on, Thierry Mugler Alien has been
joined by a new, sparklier version with Eau Extraordinaire, £50.
Fresh orange blossom, bergamot tea and warm cashmere woods
give a serene, contemporary feel. ‘Technology can now separate
and refine the molecules of natural ingredients, making them
lighter, less earthy and more transparent,’ continues Joanna.
The ‘clearwood’ technology in Tom Ford’s Private Blend
Patchouli Absolu, £140, creates a smoother, more compelling
cosiness than patchouli scents worn by hippies in the 1970s.
Of course it’s not uncommon to feel that your scent has
stopped working for you, and women often complain that
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their cologne doesn’t last anymore or even smell
like it did. This can be pinned on the ageing
process, in part. As we get older and our skin
becomes drier, our natural oils can’t fix scent as
efficiently. One solution is to use matching body creams
that moisturise skin and help prevent scents from evaporating
as quickly. And it could be that it’s our nose that can’t be trusted,
as our sense of smell dulls as we get older. Studies suggest that
being over or under weight can dull our noses, too. But don’t be
tempted to just keep spraying – scent overload is one of the
greatest age betrayers. Remember, other people will smell your
perfume, even if you can’t.
But just FYI, there is a chance that your scent really has changed.
Over the past 20 years, many of the grand old classics have been
subtly altered to compensate for ingredients that the International
Fragrance Association (IFRA) has either banned or restricted as
potentially allergenic. Over 180 traditional ingredients are affected
and, even though just 1-3% of us are allergic to them, the EU
plans to enforce new bans of its own in April. Two types of
oakmoss, and a synthetic lily of the valley note will go, meaning
that many floral and mossy scents, such as Miss Dior, have
already been re-jigged to beat these bans.

IT’S NOT YOU, IT’S ME

That’s not the only chemistry that’s changing. According to
Joanna, because favourite fragrances harbour memories, a
change in lifestyle – such as divorce, bereavement or even a new
job – can leave you eager for a new scent direction. Or maybe
your regular scent simply feels too heavy now, like it’s starting
to wear you. ‘I used to be a big fan of floral chypres, but softer
woody, incense and musk fragrances suit my personality better
now,’ 40-something Azzi Glasser admits. Ginsberg Is God, £65,
the serene, mossy, leathery incense-infused scent she’s just
created for Bella Freud, is certainly less predatory than Agent
Provocateur, £39, the raunchy chypre she designed 15 years ago.
And here’s a contradiction. With their distinctly ‘gussety’
undertone, chypres are the femmes fatales of the scent world –
the ones that sort the women from the girls. You’d think then,
that a sneaky spray might prove the olfactory equivalent of
HRT. But it’s not quite that simple, it seems. Both studies and
anecdotes show that hormones affect scent perception – Joanna
went off sexy, musky scents during pregnancy and Azzi says
she noticed the shift post-children. There’s no research to
indicate that menopause has a similar effect, yet experience
suggests it could well account for a change in our attitudes.
After all, perfumes convey powerful messages about our
personality and intentions. Could it be we reach a stage when
we’re more wary about what signals we send out?
‘Avoid heavy, fruity fragrances, which will appear even heavier
as you get older,’ Azzi advises. ‘Also, steer clear of sweet,
vanilla-based and fresh minty-floral scents, which aren’t especially
sophisticated,’ she adds. Instead, look out for the latest powdery,
amber-based florals, such as Cartier La Panthère, £49, a
suede-like floral chypre with gardenia, rose and jasmine, and
Elie Saab’s sparkling orange blossom, magnolia and green
almond filled L’Eau Couture, £31.
Ultimately it pays to trust your intuition and to remember that
your taste in scent is an ever-evolving work in progress. With a
great perfume, you’re always as young as you feel – regardless
of how many candles there are on your birthday cake.
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5 WAYS TO
CA P T U R E
THE SCENT
O F YOU T H
1

Try grapefruit scents for
an instant youth boost

2

Update your fragrance
with a new version of an
old favourite

3

Don’t use too much –
perfume overload is an
age betrayer

4

Grown-up
sophistication:
Cartier
La Panthère

Avoid heavy, fruity
fragrances and sweet
vanilla combinations

5

Trust your intuition

Sparkling
and youthful:
Elie Saab
L’Eau Couture
A modern take
on incense:
Ginsberg Is God
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